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ABSTRACT
Node proximity queries are among the most common operations on network databases. A common measure of node
proximity is random walk based proximity, which has been
shown to be less susceptible to noise and missing data. Realtime processing of random-walk based proximity queries poses
significant computational challenges for larger graphs with
over billions of nodes and edges, since it involves solution of
large linear systems of equations. Due to the importance of
this operation, significant effort has been devoted to developing efficient methods for random-walk based node proximity computations. These methods either aim to speed up
iterative computations by exploiting numerical properties of
random walks, or rely on computation and storage of matrix
inverses to avoid computation during query processing. Although both approaches have been well studied, the speedup achieved by iterative approaches does not translate to
real-time query processing, and the storage requirements of
inversion-based approaches prohibit their use on very large
graph databases.
We present a novel approach to significantly reducing the
computational cost of random walk based node proximity
queries with scalable indexing. Our approach combines domain graph-partitioning based indexing with fast iterative
computations during query processing using Chebyshev polynomials over the complex elliptic plane. This approach combines the query processing benefits of inversion techniques
with the memory and storage benefits of iterative approache.
Using real-world networks with billions of nodes and edges,
and top-k proximity queries as the benchmark problem, we
show that our algorithm, I-Chopper, significantly outperforms existing methods. Specifically, it drastically reduces
convergence time of the iterative procedure, while also reducing storage requirements for indexing.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Computation of proximity measures for nodes in networks
is a common operation in diverse data analytic applications.
In link prediction or recommender systems, network proximity quantifies node similarity in heterogeneous networks
[20, 34]. In information retrieval, nodes are ranked based
on their random walk proximity to other nodes [35, 43]. In
computational biology, genes are ranked according to their
network proximity to known disease implicated genes [28].
The general setup for network proximity queries is as follows: Given a query node, we are interested in computing
a score for all other nodes in the network, based on their
proximity to the query node with respect to some notion of
network distance. Common measures of network distance
include shortest path, which computes the minimum number of edges between two nodes, and random-walk-based
proximity, which simulates random walks starting from the
query node to compute stationary probabilities for the random walker to end at each other node. In top-k proximity
queries, we are interested in returning the k nodes that are
closest to the query node. In many applications, random
walk based proximities are preferable to shortest path distance, since they capture the global structure of a network
and multi-faceted relationships of the nodes [19, 36]. Random walk based proximity measures have been used in a
number of applications, including web search [30], clustering [2], and link prediction [11, 25]. Some of the well known
random walk based proximity measures include SimRank
[15], network propagation [38], diffusion state distance [8],
and random walk with restarts (RWR) [37].
Owing to its widespread use, significant efforts have been
devoted to reducing computational costs associated random
walk proximity. These efforts typically speed-up computations by implementing one of the following approaches: (i)
exploiting numerical properties of iterative methods, along
with structural characteristics of the underlying networks to
speed up query processing; (ii) avoiding iterative computations during query processing by inverting the underlying
system of equations using QR/LU decompositions and stor-

• We introduce a hybrid approach to indexing-based acceleration of network proximity queries, in which the
network is divided into two components, where the
larger and sparser part of the resulting system is solved
by indexing the inverse of the corresponding matrix,
and the smaller and denser part of the system is solved
during query processing using Chebyshev acceleration.

ing the resulting decompositions as an index. For instance,
in the context of top-k proximity queries, many state-of-theart methods [10, 14, 39, 41] use breadth-first ordering of the
nodes in the network to bound element-wise increments of
proximity scores in the iterative computation. This bounding process eliminates nodes whose proximity values cannot
exceed those of the nodes that are already among the top-k
most proximate to the query node. Likewise, using a QR
or LU decomposition of the underlying linear system, top-k
proximity computations can be computed efficiently [4, 14].
These techniques have been demonstrated to yield significant improvement in runtime, however, their application
to larger networks (tens of millions of nodes and billions
of edges) is limited. Specifically, for very large networks,
iterative methods [10,14,39,41] require a large number of iterations to converge. Among these, Chopper offers tightest
convergence upper bound and best performance, compared
to other methods. However, its applicability is limited to
undirected graphs. On the other hand, direct inversion techniques [4,14] are not scalable to large matrices, since the inverse of a sparse matrix is usually dense, thus posing strong
memory (for the computation of the index) and storage (for
the storage of the index) constraints.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid approach that partitions the network into disjoint sub-networks and inverts the
matrices corresponding to these subnetworks. The denser
matrix, composed of the nodes connecting these subnetworks is handled through a suitably accelerated iterative
procedure. By inverting small sparse matrices, the hybrid
procedure overcomes the memory constraint of direct inversion techniques. By performing the iterative procedure on
a smaller matrix and suitably accelerating this procedure,
it overcomes the computational cost considerations of iterative methods. We first use graph partitioning [22] to partition the matrix into a sparse block-diagonal matrix and a
dense, but much smaller matrix. We then index the inverse
of the sparse block diagonal matrix through a computationally efficient procedure. We then use Chebyshev polynomials, along with an incomplete LU decomposition based
preconditioner [5], to speed up the iterative process for the
dense matrix. At query time, we first solve the dense part
of the system using the proposed iterative solver, and use
the stored index (of the block diagonal matrix) to solve the
rest of the system.
We describe these processes in detail, and show that the
resulting the hybrid approach converges much faster than
power method based formulations and is much more scalable than direct inversion methods. Our hybrid approach
significantly accelerates the computation of random walk
based top-k proximity queries for very large graphs. We
provide a detailed theoretical analysis for our results and experimentally show the superior performance of our method
on a number of real-world networks. Specifically, we show
that: (i) our method yields significant improvement in storage requirements for the index, about 50-fold for the tested
networks, over a state-of-the-art method, which can only
be applied to the smallest network in our experiments; and
(ii)our method yields over 25-fold improvement in the runtime of online query processing over one of the very few
state-of-the-art methods that can scale to graphs with tens
of millions of nodes and billions of edges.
In summary, the two main contributions of the proposed
framework are the following:

• We generalize the application of Chebyshev acceleration to directed graphs, enabling fast processing of
proximity queries in a broader range of networks. The
application of Chebyshev acceleration to directed graphs
is not straightforward since the matrix underlying the
linear system that is associated with a directed graph
may have complex eigenvalues.
Taken together, these two contributions bring the field
closer to real-time processing of proximity queries on very
large networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next
section, we provide a review of the literature on efficient
processing of network proximity queries. In Section 3, we
define random walk proximity and top-k proximity queries,
and describe our method, along with its analysis. In Section 4, we provide detailed experimental assessments of our
method on very large networks. We conclude our discussion
and summarize avenues for future research in Section 5.

2.

RELATED WORK

Node proximity queries have received significant research
attention in recent years in the context of searching, ranking, and analyzing network structured object (node) similarity [14]. In particular, top-k proximity queries in graph
databases have been well studied, since the original PageRank results [30]. One of the commonly used approaches
to computing random walk based proximity is the power
method [32]. An alternate approach to power iterations is
the use of offline computation, which directly inverts the underlying linear system of equations, typically using LU decomposition or eigen-decomposition [14,37,40]. These methods can compute network proximity rapidly, using a single matrix vector multiplication, however, they involve expensive preprocessing, and their memory requirements constrain their use to smaller networks. Another LU based approach proposed by Shin et al. [33] by applies Schur Lemma
to build an index for RWR-based proximity queries. Namely,
they partition the matrix so that low degree nodes’ matrix is block-diagonal (thus easily invertible) and use LUdecomposition to reduce the space requirement for storing
Schur Matrix. However, Shin et al.’s method is aimed at
using an exact solution to the linear system for indexing.
Therefore, this method is limited by the space requirement
of the inverse of Schur Matrix. In contrast, we here propose to compute an approximate solution to linear system
of equations by approximating the inverse of Schur Matrix
using incomplete LU factorization, and use preconditioned
and accelerated iterations to compute the exact solution at
query time. In doing so, we significantly improve on both
memory and storage requirements for indexing.
There have also been several efforts aimed at scaling top-k
proximity queries to large sparse networks. These methods
take advantage of the numerical/ structural properties of the
network to bound the proximity of nodes in the iterative
computation, and to retrieve top-k most proximate nodes
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with respect to a given query node [10, 17, 39, 41]. Other
methods utilize the topology of the network to perform a
local search around the query object, based on the premise
that nodes with high random-walk based proximity to the
query node are also close to the query node in terms of the
number of hops [3, 6, 27, 42]. However, these local search
based methods are approximate, in the sense that they do
not guarantee the precise set of k nodes that are most proximate to the query node. Recently, two efficient methods,
FLoS [39] and Chopper [10] have been proposed for exact
computation of top-k proximity queries efficiently. However,
these methods are only applicable to undirected graphs.
In this paper, we focus on exact computation of network
proximity in very large networks using a novel, hybrid approach. Our method is fundamentally different from existing approaches in that it simultaneously targets scalability
and efficiency, in terms of memory requirements of preprocessing, storage requirements of indexing, and the computational cost of query processing. Our method can be used
for efficiently computing random walk based proximity of
all nodes in a directed/undirected network, or to speed up
processing of top-k proximity queries.

3.

in the tth iteration. This iterative procedure terminates
when ||xq (t+1) − xq (t) ||2 is below a prescribed threshold,
implying convergence. Since this power iteration method
uses repeated sparse matrix-vector multiplications with virtually no extra storage, it is appealing for scalability. However, for large graphs and relatively small restart probability, α, the number of iterations can be large, rendering the
computation expensive. This is particularly problematic for
real-time processing of proximity queries in very large graph
databases.
An alternate approach to computing RWR-based proximity is to rewrite Equation (1) as a linear system of equations:
Mxq = b,

where M = (I − (1 − α)P), b = αsq , and I is the identity matrix. Since M does not depend on the query, it can
be inverted offline, and the inverse can be used as an index to compute xq = M−1 b by performing a single matrix
vector multiplication during online query processing. Note
that this solution applies to all linear systems derived from
random walk computations, since 0 < α < 1, and therefore
the coefficient matrix is diagonally dominant and invertible.
In practice, however, inverting M and storing M−1 is not
feasible for very large graphs, since the inverse of a general
sparse matrix is dense.

METHODS

In this section, we first introduce random walk with restarts
(RWR) and the top-k network proximity querying problem
based on RWR. We then describe our graph-partitioning
based approach to partitioning the resulting linear system
and indexing the sparser part of the system. Subsequently,
we discuss how the iterative computation can be accelerated using Chebyshev polynomials to refine the solution,
and solve the remaining part of the linear system. Finally,
we discuss how these two approaches can be used in combination to efficiently process top-k network proximity queries.
The workflow of the proposed framework is shown in Figure 1.

3.1

3.2

Top-k Proximity Queries
Given a network G = (V, E), a query node q ∈ V, and
a positive number k, the top-k proximity query for RWRbased proximity aims to identify k nodes in V that have
the largest values in xq [16]. The state-of-the-art in efficient computation of top-k proximity queries is based on
two approaches. The first approach uses the error bound
in the iterative computation of xq to eliminate nodes whose
proximity values cannot exceed the proximity values of the
nodes that are already in the top-k [10, 16, 39, 41]. This
elimination process continues until all but the top-k nodes
are eliminated. Among these methods, Chopper , which is
based on Chebyshev Polynomials, offers the tightest error
bound [10]. Chopper yields asymptotically faster convergence in theory, and significantly reduces convergence times
in practice.
The second approach to efficient processing of top-k proximity queries is to use index based preprocessing [14] by
performing LU decomposition of the linear system (3). As
discussed before, this approach improves efficiency by requiring a single matrix vector multiplication during query
processing. However, this approach is only applicable to
smaller graphs due to scalability issues (both memory and
computation) associated with the inversion of the complete
LU decomposition.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid method that effectively
combines the two approaches, to take advantage of indexing,
as well as accelerated convergence. Our method efficiently
approximates the inverse of the matrix, and uses this approximation to build an index with significantly less space
requirement than that of the actual inverse. At query time,
we use this index to compute part of the linear system in
Equation (3). We then use a Chebyshev polynomial based
method to further accelerate the iterative computation, to
enable processing of top-k proximity queries on large graphs
within a few iterations, for the remaining part of the lin-

RWR-Based Proximity

Let G = (V, E) be a directed or undirected network,
where V denotes the set of nodes and E denotes the set
of edges. Given a node q ∈ V, random walk with restarts
based proximity to q is defined as follows:
xq = (1 − α)Pxq + αsq .

(1)

Here, P denotes the column-normalized stochastic matrix derived from the adjacency matrix A of G by dividing
each entry by the corresponding column sum, sq denotes
the restart vector that contains a 1 at its qth entry and a
0 in all other entries (or we can apply queries that involve
proximity to a set of nodes by assigning probabilities to each
query node; this procedure is called personalized pagerank ),
and 0 < α < 1 is the teleport probability, or damping factor that is used to adjust the localization of search (a larger
α results in a search that is more concentrated around the
neighborhood of the query node). Defined this way, xq (u)
represents the probability of being at node u at a random
step of a sufficiently long random walk that starts at q and
either moves to an adjacent node (with probability 1 − α)
or restarts at node q (with probability α) at each step.
In practice, xq is computed iteratively, by setting xq (0) =
sq and computing:
xq (t+1) = (1 − α)Pxq (t) + αsq

(3)

(2)
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Figure 1: Flowchart illustrating the proposed framework for indexed processing of proximity queries on large
networks. For a given directed network in the database, the proposed index is constructed as follows: We first construct M
and use PartGraphRecursive graph partitioning method in Metis to partition M in such a way that M11 is a sparse block
diagonal matrix, and M22 is dense but smaller. After partitioning the linear system, we compute the LU decomposition of
sparse block-diagonal matrix M11 and obtain L1 −1 and U1 −1 . Then, we construct S = M22 − M21 M −1 11 M12 , and compute
its incomplete LU decomposition as [L, U ] = ILU (S). Subsequently, we use Arnoldi’s method to find the maximum and
minimum eigenvalues of S, and store the resulting values and matrices in an index. Next, we use the indexed matrices and
extreme eigenvalues of S to compute x2 , the lower part of solution of the linear system, using a preconditioned Chebyshev
acceleration. Finally, using x2 and the indexed matrices, we compute x1 , the upper part of solution of the linear system. We
then merge the entries in x1 and x2 , and return the nodes that correspond to the top-k entries in the resulting merged vector.

solved iteratively during query processing. This approach is
well-suited to the processing of network proximity queries
on very large graphs, since the networks are usually very
sparse and contain many low-degree nodes. For this reason, it is possible to partition these networks to obtain a
large and block-diagonal M11 (representing the loosely connected nodes) and a dense but relatively small S (representing the hubs in the network). To obtain a block-diagonal
M11 , we use graph partitioning, which is commonly used
in solving linear systems that arise from partial differential
equations [32].
Graph partitioning involves partitioning the vertices of a
given graph into two or more partitions, to optimize an objective function that can be equal to the number of edges or
vertices cut by the partition, or a function of these. Here,
an edge is said to be cut by the partition if its two incident
vertices are assigned to different parts, whereas a vertex
is said to be cut by the partition (or belongs to the vertex separator) if it is adjacent to vertices in more than one
part. For example, in the paralellization of numerical methods that solve linear systems, the number of edges on the
cut represents the amount of communication between processes, hence minimizing the number of edges in the cut is
desired [32]. On the other hand, in the context of our problem, a multi-way minimum-vertex-separator partitioning of
the network is desirable, since we are interested in minizing
the number of vertices (i.e., rows/columns of M) that are
on the cut, since the vertices on the cut correspond to the
rows and columns of M that are assigned to the denser part
of the matrix.
To explain the formulation of the reordering of M as a
graph partitioning problem, we first note that the matrices
M, P, and A have identical non-zero structures (except for
diagonal entries), which can be represented as a graph by
G itself. Therefore, a multi-way minimum-vertex-separator
partitioning of G will result in a large number of small parts
with most edges within the parts. Consequently, the matrix
M can be reordered to obtain a linear system in the form

ear system (3). The flowchart of the proposed framework is
shown in Figure 1.

3.3

Graph Partitioning Based Indexing

Inverting M involves significant computation (depending
on the structure/ sparsity of the graph – cubic in the number
of nodes in the worst case) and memory that is quadratic
in number of nodes. Our key observation to addressing this
problem is that effective use of indexing does not require
computation of an exact solution to (3). Rather, if we can
solve a large part of the linear system in Equation (3) by
exploiting the sparsity of the network, we can use a fast iterative method to solve the remaining (and smaller) part
of the system quickly. In other words, we can use a approximate solution to the linear system for indexing, and
we can use a fast iterative solver during query processing to
compute the exact solution. The following lemma lays the
foundation for our method:
Lemma 1.
 Suppose alinear

system
 Mx
 q = b can be parM11 M12
xq 1
b1
titioned as
=
, such that M11 is
M21 M22
xq 2
b2
invertable. Then, letting S = M22 − M21 M −1 11 M12 denote
the Schur complement of M11 , the linear system can be solved
as:




x
M11 −1 (b1 − M12 xq 2 )
xq = q 1 =
.
xq 2
S −1 (b2 − M21 M11 −1 b1 )
The proof of this lemma is provided by Boyd et al. [7].
This lemma applies to the solution of linear systems derived
from random walk computations, since M is diagonally dominant and invertible as discussed above.
Observe that, by the above lemma, the solution to a linear system involves inversion of M11 and S. Now if M11
is large and block-diagonal with a small bandwidth, then
it can be inverted easily and its inverse can be efficiently
stored since it will also be sparse. In this case, the matrix
S will be relatively small compared to the matrix M, and
the part of the system that involves inversion of S can be
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given in Lemma 1 [9,21,22] as follows: (1) Small parts with
nodes heavily connected to each other with no edges between the parts, forming the diagonal blocks of M11 ; (2)Local interfaces between these parts, i.e., the edges between the
vertices assigned to the parts and the vertices in the vertex
separator, that is M12 and M21 ; (3) The edges between the
nodes in the vertex separator, i.e., M22 [24]. In this formulation, there is clearly a trade-off between the bandwidth
of the matrix M11 and the number of nodes in the vertex
separator (i.e., the size of matrix M22 ) [32]. The PartGraphRecursive package implemented in the MeTiS graph
partitioning tool [21] allows the user to put a constraint on
the size the vertex separator (as opposed to minimizing it),
thereby enabling the user to directly balance this trade-off.
This is desirable for our application since graph partitioning
is performed offline in our framework, thus this parameter
can be tuned for each network during preprocessing and indexing. For this reason, we use the PartGraphRecursive
package in our implementation and provide a detailed analysis on the effect of this parameter on preprocessing time,
index size, and query processing time in the Experimental
Results.
In summary, the idea is to partition G in such a way
that all subnetworks (corresponding to disjoint graph partitions) of M can be ordered as a block diagonal matrix
to render M11 −1 to be sparse. Once M11 is computed, we
compute M11 −1 , which is also sparse and can be stored as
an index. Note that inversion of M11 is feasible even for
billion-scale graphs since it is block diagonal with a small
bandwidth and many efficient algorithms exist for inverting
banded matrices. In our implementation, we use the Incomplete LU decomposition along with approximate minimum
algorithms [1, 12]. At query time, if we can compute an
exact solution to xq 2 , we can compute an exact solution to
xq 1 = M11 −1 (b1 − M12 xq 2 ) by performing a single matrix
vector multiplication.
In the next section, we discuss how to efficiently solve
the system Sxq 2 = (b2 − M21 M11 −1 b1 ) using Chebyshev
polynomials. In order to use these polynomials, we need
to know the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of matrix
S. We compute these eigenvalues using the Arnoldi method
[13] in the “offline” preprocessing phase. We explain how
and why we compute the extreme eigenvalues of S in the
following section.

3.4

Algorithm 1: The Preprocessing Phase
Method: P reP rocess(G, α,t)
Input : G, α,t
Output : U1 −1 , L1 −1 , U, L, d, c,and σmin
1 Construct P by column normalizing G
2 Construct M ← (I − (1 − α)P)
3 Use minimum-vertex-seperator graph partitioning on
M to partition it into M11 , M21 , M12 , M22 [21, 22]
4 Decompose M11 into L1 and U1 using LU
decomposition and invert L1 and U1
5 Construct and decompose S into L and U using
incomplete LU decomposition [13].
6 Create l(0) as normalized random vector
7 Compute [λmin , λmax ] = Arnoldi(Sl(0) , t, l(0) )
8 Compute [σmin , σmax ] = Lanczos(S T Sl(0) , t, l(0) ) [13]
λmax − λmin
λmax + λmin
and d =
9 Set c =
2
2
√


a + a2 − d2
1
√
10 end Set µ =
and ζ ←
2
2
c
c+ c −d

where f = (b2 − M21 M11 −1 b1 ).
Here, f can be computed efficiently, since we precompute
and index M21 and M11 −1 in the indexing phase. However,
since S is relatively dense, solving (4) potentially takes a
large number of iterations using standard iterative methods
[32]. For this reason, we solve (4) by accelerating an iterative
procedure using Chebyshev polynomials. To simplify the
notation, we drop the subscripts term (q) in the following
sections.

3.4.1

Query Processing

In the query phase, for a given query node, q, we first
construct sq , which denotes the restart vector and contains
a 1 at its qth entry and a 0 in all other entries. Next, we
reorder
  the entries of sq and divide sq into two parts, sq =
sq 1
, using the node ordering and graph partitioning based
sq 2
indexing described in the previous section. Finally, we set
b1 = αsq 1 and b2 = αsq 2 , where α is restart probability.
Then, we use the b2 solve for xq 2 using the matrices stored
in the index, and an accelerated iterative procedure using
Chebyshev polynomials and incomplete LU-decomposition
based preconditioning. Once xq 2 is computed, we compute
xq 1 directly using the matrices stored in the index.
To solve for xq 2 , we rewrite Sxq 2 = (b2 − M21 M11 −1 b1 )
as:
Sxq 2 = f

Accelerating Iterative Procedures

The idea behind Chebyshev acceleration is as follows: To
solve Sx2 = f , in the general power method, we start
(0)
with an initial guess x2 and define the first residual as
(1)
(0)
(0)
r2 = f − Sx2 . This residual is used to construct x2 =
(0)
(0)
x2 + r2 . For the tth iteration of this procedure, the tth
(t−1)
(t−1)
(t)
. Notice that
+ r2
iterate is defined as x2 = x2
(t−2)
(0)
are discarded
all the precomputed residuals r2 , ..., r2
in this procedure. In Chebyshev acceleration, instead, we
keep all the residuals computed till the tth iteration to compute a better approximation to x2 , a linear combination of
the residuals from previous iterations. For this purpose, for
(t)
a given series γt (m) for 0 ≤ m ≤ t − 1, we define vector y2
as follows:
(t)

(t−1)

y2 = y2

+

t−1
X

(m)

γt (m)r2

(5)

m=0

Our objective is to find a sequence γt such that the sequence
(t)
(t)
y2 converges to x2 faster than x2 . Note that, as we explain later in this section, we do not need to store all above
(t)
vectors to compute y2 . We only need to consider three
vectors by exploiting the three-term recurrence of Cheby(t)
shev polynomial for computing y2 . Observe that, if we use
(t)
y2 to approximate x2 , the error in the tth iteration can be
defined as:
(t)

e(t) = y2 − x2 .

(6)
(t)

Thus, for each t, the chosen γt should minimize ||e

(4)
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||2 ,

x=a

cosh(a)

0

sinh(b)

Lemma 2. The error at tth step is given by e(t) = pt (S)e(0) ,
where pt is a monic polynomial with pt (0) = 1.
Proof. By induction. Omitted.
This lemma suggests that we need to find a sequence of
polynomials pt such that ke(t) k ≤ kpt (S)kke(0) k is as small
as possible. From Jordan form for any diagonally dominant matrix S and polynomial pt , we can write Λ(pt (S)) =
pt (Λ(S)), where Λ(.) denotes the set of eigenvalues of the
matrix [31]. This suggests that we must choose a polynomial pt that has smallest degree in the spectrum of S with
pt (0) = 1. This last observation implies that we need to
compute the spectrum of S to choose the smallest degree
polynomial in it (this can be thought of as solving a minmax problem over the spectrum of given a matrix). Computing all eigenvalues of S would defeat our purpose, since
this computation is more expensive than solving (4). Instead of computing the spectrum of S, the commonly used
strategy is to relax the min-max problem by considering the
extreme eigenvalues of S [13]. For this reason, we compute
the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of S matrix using
the Arnoldi method [13] in the indexing phase.

3.4.2

F (pt )

max
λ∈[−1+α,1−α]

|pt (λ)|.

1

C − P lane

that major axes of the ellipse must be real axes or parallel to
imaginary axes as shown in Figure 3. (Note that there are
cases in which S could have eigenvalues as xi + y and xi − y,
which causes major axes to be parallel to imaginary axes,
we omit these possibilities in Figure 3 to avoid confusion. In
such cases, all procedures presented here still apply, due to
real arithmetic operations [26]).
The best ellipse enclosing the spectrum of S is obtained by
λmax − λmin
λmax + λmin
and d =
[31],
the parameters c =
2
2
where λmin and λmax are extreme eigenvalues of S. Moreover, the scaled and shifted asymptotically optimal Chebyshev polynomial that solves the min-max problem over the
ellipse, is defined as follows [26]:

(7)

where Pt denotes the family of all polynomials of order t and
F (pt ) =

0

Figure 2: Illustration of Joukowski mapping to obtain Chebyshev polynomial over complex plane. The
Chebyshev polynomial in complex plane is give by Tt (z) =
cosh(tcosh−1 (z)). The line segments x = a and x = b are
mapped onto an ellipse by cosh map. Here, the ellipse has
semi-major axes |cosh(x)|, semi-minor axes |sinh(x)| at foci
−1 and 1. This mapping is also called Joukowski transformation, and can be used to define Chebyshev polynomials
in a complex plane.

Chebyshev Polynomials

min

−1

cosh(R)
R − P lane

Based on a similar idea and knowledge of real eigenvalue
bound of the stochastic matrix of an undirected graph, Chopper [10] accelerates RWR-based proximity queries by solving the relaxed min-max problem:
pt ∈Pt ,pt (λ)=1

cosh(b)

cosh−1 (C)

b

sinh(a)

Pt
subject to the constraint:
m=0 γt (m) = 1. This constraint
(t)
ensures that y2 converges to x2 .

(8)
c−z
)
d
T̂t (z) =
(9)
c−ξ
Tt (
)
d
Here, ξ is any value that lies outside of the ellipse. In our
case, for some small  > 0, we can safely take ξ = 2 − α + 
or 0 since P is column normalized and 0 < α < k(I − (1 −
α)P)k < 2 − α + . This holds for S matrix because its norm
is always larger than 0. Since we know that the maximum is
attained over the end point of an ellipse, then, for z = c + a,
from Saad et al. [31], we have

Chopper [10] uses the eigenvalue bounds,
[−1 + α, 1 − α] ⊆ R, of the stochastic matrix of an undirected graph and the well known Chebyshev polynomial of
first kind, given by the following recurrence:
T0 (z) = 1, T1 (z) = z, Tt+1 (z) = 2zTt (z) − Tt−1 (z)to solve
min-max problem (8).
Notice, however, that in equation (8), eigenvalue bounds,
[−1 + α, 1 − α] are real. This holds for only undirected
graphs. For directed graphs, we have a real valued general matrix S, which may have complex eigenvalues. Hence,
we must define the eigenvalue bound in the complex elliptic
plane as illustrated in Figure 2, and replace the eigenvalue
bounds [−1 + α, 1 − α] ⊆ R with an ellipse. That is, we
need to find an ellipse that encloses the spectrum of S.
To further elaborate, let E(c, d, a) denote the family of all
ellipses that are centered at c with foci d + c and d − c with
semi-major axes a in a contiguous complex plane. We are
looking for an ellipse that encapsulates the spectral radius
of S to solve the min-max problem in complex plane, as in
[10]. Finding such an ellipse requires determination of values
of d and c first. Before we define these parameters, observe
that S is a real valued matrix, regardless of whether the underlying graph is directed or undirected. This implies that S
has either real symmetric or conjugate complex eigenvalues,
i.e., if 5i is an eigenvalue of S, so is −5i. Therefore, we can
fix the center of the ellipse onto the real line. This suggests

Tt (

a
Tt ( )
d
.
(10)
c−ξ
z∈E(c,d,a)
|Tt (
)|
d
In the light of the above discussions, we can state the
following theorem to describe the use of Chebyshev polynomials for solving a linear system involving S general matrix
over the elliptic plane.
max

T̂t (z) =

Theorem 1. Let λmin and λmax be the extreme eigenvalues of real-valued matrix S and E(c, d, a) be an ellipse obλmax + λmin
λmax − λmin
and d =
tained by mapping c =
2
2
with cosh as shown above. Let ξ be 0 outside the ellipse.
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Im

Algorithm 3: The I-Chopper Algorithm

c−d

c

c+d

Input : S, U1 −1 , L1 −1 , U, L, M21 , M12 , c, d, σmin , σmax ,
q, k, α, and sq , 
Output: a set R ⊆ V that contains the top-k most
proximate nodes to q

Re

1
2
3
4
5
6

c+a

Figure 3: Illustration of the ellipse that encloses the
eigenvalues of S perfectly in the complex plane. This
ellipse is obtained by mapping changed and shifted parameters, c and d, through the Joukowski transformation.

7
8

Algorithm 2: The Arnoldi Algorithm

9

Method: Arnoldi(S, t, l(0) )
Input : S, t, and l(0)
Output : Qt+1 and Ht+1,t

10
11
12
13

l(0)
,j←1
kl(0) k2
while t > j do
z ← Sqj
for i = 1 to j do
hi,j ← qi T z
z ← z − hi,j qi
end
hj+1,j ← kzk2
if (hj+1,j == 0) then
break
end
z
qj+1 ←
hj+1,j
j ←j+1
end

1 q1 ←
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

14

Partition vector q into b1 and b2
Set f ← (b2 − M21 (U1 −1 (L1 −1 b1 )))
(0)
(0)
R ← nodes in S, t ← 1,y2 , ∆y2 ← 0
(0)
(0)
r2 ← f − Sy2
(t)
while ||r2 ||2 ≤  do
(t)
z ← U \L\r2
2
dζ
1
(t)
(t−1)
(t−1)
β←( ) ,ζ←
, y2 ← y2
+ ζ∆y2
β
2
c−
ζ
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t−1)
rq ← f − Sy2 , ∆y2 = z + β∆y2
σmax t
µ <  then
if
σmin
break;
end
end
Compute x1 ← U1 −1 (L1 −1 (b1 − M12 y2 )) and merge x1
and y2 as xq ;
Sort and retrieve top-k from xq ;

subspace dimension, t, and produces an n × (t + 1) orthonormal column matrix Qt+1 and (t+1)×t upper Hessenberg matrix Ht,t such that Qt T SQt = Ht,t holds. Here the columns
of Qt form an orthonormal basis for Krylov subspace:
o
n
(11)
Kt (S, l(0) ) = span l(0) , ..., St l(0)
The eigenvalues of Ht,t approximate the top eigenvalues of
S and corresponding top eigenvectors can be written as:
Qt Ṽ ,
T

where Ht,t = Ṽ Λ̃Ṽ .
The Arnoldi method uses the matrix vector product without requiring computation of the S matrix [13]. This method
is particularly useful when it is used with a preconditioner,
since it does not require computation of matrix-matrix multiplications, and the entire computation can be carried out
using matrix-vector multiplications [13].

Then,

a
Tt ( )
d
argmin
max pt (Λ(S)) ≤
c
pt ∈Pt ,pt (0)=1z∈E(c,d,a)
|Tt ( )|
d
Proof. Detailed proof can be found in Gander et al. [18]

3.4.4

Notice that in order to define the perfect ellipse and Chebyshev polynomial over it, we must know the extreme eigenvalues of S, λmin , and λmax . In the following section, we explain how these eigenvalues can be efficiently computed using the well-known Arnoldi method [13]. Note that this computation is performed during preprocessing, and the eigenvalues are indexed in the database.

3.4.3

Finding Extreme Eigenvalues Using the Arnoldi
Method

The Arnoldi method (Algorithm 2 [13]) approximates eigenpairs (eigenvalue and its corresponding eigenvector) from
the reduced Hessenberg form by enforcing Petrov-Galerkin
condition in which the eigenvectors must be in the Krylov
space. Formally, the algorithm takes the matrix vector product for S, initial normalized random vector l(0) , and Krylov
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Implementation of Chebyshev Acceleration over
the Elliptic Plane

Having computed the extreme eigenvalues of S using the
Arnoldi method, we now present an efficient method for
P
(t)
(t−1)
(m)
computing y2 = y2
+ t−1
. The definim=0 γt (m)r2
(t)
tion of y2 suggests that its computation requires storage of
t additional residual vectors in memory at the tth iteration,
throughout the power iteration. However, based on the observation that Chebyshev polynomials satisfy a three-term
(t)
recurrence, we can compute y2 using only three vectors.
Let λ be an arbitrary eigenvalue of S inside or on the
boundary of the ellipse. Then, tth iteration, from Lemma
2 and definition of optimal Chebyshev polynomial, we have
c−λ
)
Tt (
d
T̂t (λ) =
and e(t) = pt (S)e(0) . Now, we have
c
Tt ( )
d

(t)

(t+1)

(t)

∆y2 = y2
− y2 = (T̂t (S) − T̂t+1 (S))e(0) from last two
equations (note that λ and S can be used interchangeably,
since S is a diagonalizable matrix for α > 0).
Finally, for t > 0, we can use the above equation, three(t)
term recurrence of the Chebyshev polynomial, r2 = Se(t) ,
and basic algebraic manipulations to obtain [32]:
c 
2  Tt ( d ) 
(t)
∆y2 =
S T̂t (S)e(0)
d Tt+1 ( c )
d

c 
Tt−1 ( )
d  (T̂ (S) − T̂ (S))e(0)
+
t−1
t
c
Tt+1 ( )
d


c 
c 
2  Tt ( d )  (t)  Tt−1 ( d ) 
(t−1)
=
r +
∆y2
.
c
d Tt+1 ( c ) 2
Tt+1 ( )
d
d

these algorithms here. In the next section, we also report
results from comprehensive empirical studies, with a view
to characterizing the indexing and query processing times
of I-Chopper on a broad range of networks with variable
properties.
Theorem 3. Let |E| denote the number of non-zero entries in M and p denote the user-defined parameter that
tunes the ratio of the number of nodes in the dense component to the number of nodes in the network (the inputs to
PartGraphRecursive). Let b denote the number of blocks in
M11 , n1 and n2 respectively denote number of rows of M11
and M22 (the outputs of PartGraphRecursive), |E12 | and
|E21 | denote the number of non-zero entriesin M12 and M21
(also outputs of textitPartGraphRecursive), and |ES | denote
the number of non-zero entries in S (constructed based on
the output of PartGraphRecursive). Then, the time required
for pre-processing and building the index in I-Chopper takes



(12)

(t+1)

In other words, we can compute y2
by storing only
(t)
and r2 .
Based on the above derivations and the definition of Chebyshev polynomial over the complex elliptic plane, we can construct I-Chopper as shown in Algorithm 3, and use the
following theorem to characterize the rate of convergence:

O(p|E|log|E| +

(t)
(t)
y2 , ∆y2 ,

k=1

Proof. Let ZΛZ −1 be Jordan form of S, where Λ contains the eigenvalues of S in its diagonal, and columns of Z
contain the corresponding eigenvectors. Then, from Lemma 2,
we have
min k f − Sy2 k =
min
Zpt (Λ)Z −1 f 2
≤ min

max

pt (0)=1Λ∈E(c,d,a)

ZZ

n1k + (T1 + T2 )|ES |

k=1

Theorem 4. The worst-case runtime of processing a query
n I-Chopper is
O(

k pt (Λ)k kf k

b
X

n1k 2 + |E12 | + |E21 | + T3 |ES |)

k=1

a
Tt ( )
d kf k
≤ k Zk Z −1
c
|Tt ( )|
d
Now, from the definition of condition number, we know
σmax
that k Zk Z −1 2 =
. From Gander et al. [18], and
σmin
the definition of shifted and scaled Chebyshev polynomial
for c > a > d we have:
a
√

t
Tt ( )
2
2
d = a + √a − d
.
c
c + c2 − d2
|Tt ( )|
d
This completes the proof.

where T3 denotes number of iterations performed by the Chebyshev acceleration.
Proof.
Multiplying a vector with U1 −1 and L1 −1 takes
Pp
O( k=1 n1k 2 ) for all block-diagonal matrices in the worstcase. Matrix-vector products involving M12 and M21 respestively takee O(|E12 |) and O(|E21 |) time. Finally, the
iterative phase of query processing takes O(T |Es |) [32].
Here, we remark that ILU serves the purpose of forcing eigenvectors of S to be orthonormal, i.e sparsifying M22 .
Moreover, Chebyshev polynomial over complex elliptic plane
determines the smallest possible T to span the Krylov space
for a Neumann Expansion Series formula of a matrix inverse [32]. As a result, the number of iterations performed
by I-Chopper during query processing is usually very low,
enabling I-Chopper to drastically outperform state-of-art
algorithms for top-k proximity querying.

In practice, note that an incomplete LU preconditioner
is used at Line 6 of I-Chopper to elliminate the effect of
k Zk2 for general S matrix, i.e., eigenvector deflation. In
this setting, the ILU preconditioner serves to minimize the
effect of eigenvectors being non-orthogonal.

3.4.5

b
X

Proof. Partitioning M using the PartGraphRecursive graph
partitioning tool in Metis takes O(p|E|log|E|) time [22]. InP
verting the block diagonal matrices in M11 takes O( bk=1 n1k 3 )
total time in the worst-case [13]. Constructing the matrix S
P
takes O(|E21 | bk=1 n1k ) time, since it involves multiplication of M21 with each of the blocks in M11 . Once S is computed, application of Arnoldi and Lanczos algorithms on S
respectively take O(T1 |ES |) and O(T2 |Es |) time [13].

pt ∈Pt ,pt (0)=1

−1

n1k 3 + |E21 |

time, where T1 and T2 denote the number of iterations performed by the Arnoldi and Lanczos Methods.

Theorem 2. Let σmin and σmax be minimum and maximum singular values of S. Then, in the t − th step, of
I-Chopper we have
(t)
√
t

f − Sy2
σmax a + a2 − d2
2
√
≤
.
kf k2
σmin c + c2 − d2

x2 ∈Kt (S,f )

b
X

Time Complexity Analysis

3.5

The runtime of the proposed indexing and querying techniques can be highly variable, depending on the structural
properties of the network besides its size. Nevertheless, for
completeness, we provide worst-case runtime analyses for

Summary of the Methods

For a given network, we summarize the proposed methods
for indexing and query processing below. Visual illustration
of the methods is presented in Figure 1.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the network datasets used in the experiments and intermediary statistics of the data structures
obtained during preprocessing and indexing each network.
Network
Number of Nodes
Number of Edges
Average Node Degree
Fraction of Nodes with Degree ≤ 2
Average Degree of 10 Largest Hubs
Number of Nodes in the Sparse Component (n1 )
Number of Edges in Sparse Component
Number of Blocks in Sparse Component
Bandwidth(Largest Block Size) in Sparse Component

Email-EU
266K
420K
1.58
94%
4277
212K
223K
208K
58

Web-Stanford
282K
2.4M
8.2
24%
21342
226K
912K
106K
18643

Web-Google
876K
5.1M
5.82
43%
5071
773K
1.5M
512K
7492

Orkut
3M
117.2M
39.06
21%
24904
1.8M
26.7M
827K
11390

Cit-Patent
3.8M
16.6M
4.37
70%
705
3.5M
3.6M
2.79M
1215

Live-Journal
4.9M
69M
14.08
41%
13843
2.9M
18.7M
2.6M
4723

Twitter
41.7M
1.5B
35.9
77%
7453
31.5M
102M
16M
14104

Friendster
65.7M
2.6B
38.06
68%
4294
49M
217M
34M
3461

Table 2: Runtimes of each operation in preprocessing and indexing each of the networks used in the experiments.
L1 −1 &U1 −1
0.08
2.56
0.9
2.43
6.46
4.53
235.67
383.3

Lanczos
0.042
1.63
2.23
9.47
18.21
13.37
148.6
159.4

Partitioning Time (Sec)

50

500

0.5

45

450

0.45

40

400

0.4

35

350

0.35

30
25
20

Online Querying

300
250
200

0.3
0.25
0.2

15

150

0.15

10

100

0.1

5

50

0.05

0

0
10-4

In the query phase, for a given query node, q. We first
construct restart vector sq and reorder the entries of sq using
the same ordering of M. Subsequently, we divide sq into
sq 1
two parts, sq =
, based on the partition of M and
sq 2
set b1 = αsq 1 and b2 = αsq 2 . Next, we use the indexed
matrices and extreme eigenvalues of S to compute x2 in
equation (4), the lower part of solution of the linear system,
with ILU preconditioned Chebyshev acceleration. Here, the
ILU preconditioner serves to refine norms of eigenvectors of
S. Finally, using x2 and the indexed matrices, we compute
x1 , the upper part of solution of the linear system. We
then merge the entries in x1 and x2 and return the nodes
that correspond to the top-k entries in the resulting merged
vector.

4.

Arnoldi
1.56
12.49
25.83
19.83
38.34
34.5
174.42
189.4

Web-Stanford Partition Effect

Indexing

We first construct M and use PartGraphRecursive in Metis
to partition M in such a way that M11 is a sparse block diagonal matrix, and M22 is dense but smaller [21, 22]. Next,
we reorder the entries of partitioned matrix M based on an
approximate minimum degree ordering (AMD) [1, 12]. After reordering entries of M, we invert the LU decomposition
of sparse block-diagonal matrix M11 and obtain L1 −1 and
U1 −1 . Then, we construct S = M22 − M21 M −1 11 M12 , and
perform incomplete LU decomposition as [L,U]=ILU(S). Subsequently, we use Arnoldi’s method to find the maximum
and minimum eigenvalues of S, and store the resulting values
and matrices into an index to use them in query processing
phase of our algorithm, I-Chopper .

3.5.2

ILU (S)
0.03
0.10
0.10
1.4
7.43
3.2
124.5
231.5

Query Time (Sec)

3.5.1

Graph Partitioning
0.67
4.54
3.51
18.7
97.2
78.2
5237.3
4921.2

Storage (MB)

Network/Run time (sec)
Email-EU
Web-Stanford
Web-Google
Cit-Patent
Orkut
Live-Journal
Twitter
Friendster

10-1
p

0.5

0
10-4

10-1
p

0.5

10-4

10-1

0.5

p

Figure 4: The effect of the partition ratio in graph
partitioning on the trade-off between indexing and
query processing. For values of the parameter p (the ratio
of the number of nodes in the dense component to the number of nodes in the network) in graph partitioning ranging
from 10−4 to 0.5, the left, middle, and right panels respectively show the pre-processing time, index size, and query
processing time for the Web-Stanford dataset.

number of iterations and runtime) in our experiments and
compare I-Chopper against other exact algorithms.
We start our discussion by describing the datasets and the
experimental setup. We then assess the performance of the
indexing phase, where we compute the index that is used in
the query processing phase. Subsequently, we compare the
performance of I-Chopper in processing top-k proximity
queries with two state-of-the-art algorithms, K-Dash and
Castanet [14, 15]. For two undirected networks ,namely,
Orkut and Friendster networks, we compare I-Chopper
against Chopper [10] to assess the contribution of indexing.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we systematically evaluate the runtime
performance and scalability of the proposed algorithm, IChopper, in processing top-k proximity queries. As shown
in the previous section, I-Chopper is “exact” in the sense
that it is guaranteed to correctly identify the k nodes that
are most proximate to a given query node. For this reason, we focus on computational cost (measured in terms of

4.1

Datasets and Experimental Setup

We use eight real-world network datasets from the Stanford Network Analysis Project [23]. Descriptive statistics of

848

4.2

10 5
K-Dash
I-Chopper
Castanet/Chopper

The time required to perform each of the five preprocessing steps is shown in Table 2 for all eight datasets. In all
experiments reported here, we use the PartGraphRecursive
graph partitioning method in Metis [21, 22] to identify the
sub-networks.
In Figure 4, we report the effect of partitioning ratio,
n2
on the Web-Stanford dataset. As it is exnamely, p =
n
pected, when this ratio is small, the query time goes down
drastically, however, the storage requirement for the index
and pre-processing time go up. This is because big portion
of inverse of M, U1 −1 and L1 −1 are obtained in preprocessing phase, thereby reducing query processing time at the
cost of increasing the bandwidth of the sparse component
(M11 ), hence increasing the number of non-zeros in the inverse of this sparse matrix. Since there is a drastic jump
in both preprocessing time and storage size around p = 0.2,
while query time is relatively stable for values of p smaller
than this value, we choose p = 0.2 to use in our experiments to obtain a reasonable balance between storage size
and query processing time. We note here that the choice
of this parameter is highly dependent on the characteristics
of the network as well as the constraints of the application
(e.g. available storage space, the need for real-time query
processing etc.), but the analysis presented in Figure 4 can
provide a useful starting point on setting this parameter for
a given network.
Before we perform ILU or LU decomposition, we reorder
the entries of M11 and M22 based on approximate minimum
degree algorithms [1,12]. For ILU decomposition, we set the
fill-in ratio to 1. Finally, for Arnoldi and Lanczos algorithms, we set maximum Krylov space’s dimensions to 1000
and the restart parameter to 10. In our experiments, we
observe that enlarging these parameters does not provide
crucial “offline” performance change due to Gram-Schmidt
orthonormalization cost hence we use these as default parameters.
In Figure 5, we report total index sizes for all datasets.
I-Chopper’s index requires less than 100 GB space for all
datasets, including the largest dataset Friendster. Since
the K-Dash algorithm [14] has cubic computational complexity, it cannot complete its preprocessing phase within
48 hours for very large datasets. Hence, in our experiments,
we are only able to perform preprocessing for K-Dash on
the Email-EU dataset and it requires 50 times storage than
I-Chopper. Castanet and Chopper do not store an index, but they still need to store the stochastic matrix M
to perform the proximity computation during query processing. As seen in the figure, the additional space needed
to store the extra matrices for I-Chopper’s index increases
the total space needed by only a fraction of the size of this
stochastic matrix, for all datasets except the Web-Stanford
dataset. Furthermore, Chopper is only applicable to undirected networks and Castanet cannot be applied to billionscale networks as we show in next section.
We also observe in Figure 5 that the index size required
by I-Chopper is larger for networks with fewer looselyconnected nodes. For example, for Web-Stanford, the nodes
with degree at most 2 comprise 24% of the network, a number much lower than any other network other than Orkut.
This makes it difficult for the graph partitioning algorithm
to compute a sparse component (M11 ) with a small band-

Index Size(MB)

10 4

10 3

10 2

10 1

Email

Googl

e

Stanfo

rd

Patent
s

Orkut

Journa

l

Indexing

Twitter Friendster

Figure 5: Comparison of index size (in megabytes) for
K-Dash, I-Chopper, and Castanet. The plot shows total
size of matrices required in the indexing phase for each algorithm. For K-Dash , the magenta bar shows the total storage needed for the inverse of LU of reordered M. K-Dash
cannot be applied to large datasets due to the computational
cost of the indexing phase. Cyan bars show the index size
for I-Chopper – total space needed to store L1 −1 , U1 −1 ,
ILU (S), S, M21 , and M12 across all datasets. Red bars
show the index sizes for Castanet and Chopper, which is
simply the size of matrix M for each dataset.

these eight networks are provided in Table 1. The Email-EU
dataset represents email data from a large European research institution. Web-Stanford and Web-Google datasets
represent web graphs, where nodes represent web pages and
edges represent hyperlinks between them. These datasets
were released in 2002 by Stanford University and Google,
respectively. The Cit-Patent network is derived from the
U.S patent dataset in which nodes represent patents and
edges represent citations between patents from 1963 to 1999.
Orkut is a free online social network in which undirected
edges represent friendships between users. LiveJournal is
an online blogging community where directed edges represent friendships between users. Friendster is an online
gaming network with undirected edges representing friendship among the users. Twitter is the directed network
of following relationships between users in Twitter. These
datasets are chosen as representative samples for network
sizes in terms of the number of nodes and of edges. Furthermore, the network proximity querying problem is meaningful
on these datasets.
For K-Dash and Castanet algorithms, we use the Matlab implementation downloaded from [29]. We implement
I-Chopper in Matlab. We assess the performance of the
algorithms for a fixed damping factor (restart probability
α = 0.1) and varying values of k for top-k proximity queries.
In practice, using small α is recommended to fully utilize the
information provided by the network [10]. For this reason,
we fix α to a small value, 0.1 . For all experiments, we
randomly select 1000 query nodes and report the average
of the performance figures for these 1000 queries. In all experiments, sq is set to the identity vector for node q. All
of the experiments are performed on an Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5-46200 2.20 GHz server with 500 GB memory.
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Figure 6: Runtime in seconds of I-Chopper K-Dash, and Castanet to process queries for top-k nodes that are
most proximate to a query node, as a function of k ranging from 64 to 4096. In these experiments, the damping
factor α is set to 0.1 and the reported numbers are the averages across 1000 randomly chosen query nodes. K-Dash is only
applied to smallest graph since the compute time of its indexing phase exceeded 48 hours for graphs larger than Email-EU.
Castanet cannot process single query for largest networks in 24 hours hence we eliminate it for very large networks. Chopper
can only be applied to undirected networks.
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I-Chopper
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266K 288K 876K
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3.8M

4.9M 41.7M 65.7M

Number of Nodes

420K

2.4M

5.1M 16.6M 69M

117.2M 1.5B

Runtime Performance

The performance of I-Chopper in comparison to three
algorithms, K-Dash ,Castanet , and Chopper as a function of k is shown in Figure 6. In the querying phase, KDash slightly outperforms I-Chopper for only the smallest
dataset. However, its indexing phase cannot be applied to
large datasets within 48 hours. Castanet is more scalable
than I-Chopper in terms of size of index. However, as seen
in the figure, I-Chopper outperforms Castanet achieving more than 25-fold speed-up for all directed networks
for which Castanet can be applied. Also, Castanet cannot be applied to very large datasets since it processes a
query in more than a day for these networks. Hence, we
do not consider Castanet for very large networks. The favorable performance of I-Chopper compared to Castanet
and K-Dash is particularly notable for larger graphs, since
Castanet has a large query processing time despite being
scalable in terms of memory, and K-Dash cannot be applied
to very large graphs due to memory limitations.
For undirected networks, Orkut and Friendster, we compare I-Chopper against Chopper [10] to assess the contribution of indexing approach implemented in I-Chopper .
As seen in the figure, indexing in I-Chopper allows us to
process billion-scale networks in real time and achieves more
than 8-fold speed-up over Chopper for the undericted networks.
Finally, we assess the performance of I-Chopper as a
function of graph size (based on number of nodes and edges)
across all datasets in Figure 7. In this experiment, we fix
K = 28 . We observe that bandwidth (largest block in the
sparse component) has an enormous effect on query processing time. For instance, query time for I-Chopper for

10 1

Query Time (Sec)

10 1

Query Time (Sec)

4.3

I-Chopper

2.6B

Number of Edges

Figure 7: Visualization of the effect of graph size on
runtime for I-Chopper. For the value of the parameter
k = 28 (the top-k value), runtime of I-Chopper is shown as
a function of the number of nodes (left panel) and number
of edges (right panel) in the network.

width, thereby increasing the number of non-zeros in the
inverse of this matrix. This results in a super-linear increase in index size. Indeed, the bandwidth (largest block
size) of M11 for the Web-Stanford dataset is largest among
all networks considered in our experiments, although this
network is smaller than most of these networks. This effect
is less pronounced for the Orkut network since this network
is much denser than the Web-Stanford network, hence the
size of M11 −1 is much less as compared to the size of M.
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Friendster dataset is similar to that of Orkut dataset although Friendster is much larger than Orkut dataset. This
is because thee bandwidth for Orkut is larger than that for
Friendster.
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the 18th ACM SIGKDD international conference on
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[18] M. Gander, W. Gander, G. Golub, and D. Gruntz.
Scientific computing: An introduction using matlab,
2005.
[19] J. He, M. Li, H.-J. Zhang, H. Tong, and C. Zhang.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a novel hybrid approach to the
processing of node proximity queries. The proposed approach uses graph partitioning based indexing coupled with
a Chebyshev polynomial over complex elliptic plane for accelerating the iterative computation. We show that our approach, I-Chopper, yields significantly better convergence
times than iterative methods, and much lower memory consumption than direct inversion, both in theory and in practice on real-world problems. Using a number of large realworld networks, and top-k proximity queries as the benchmark problem, we show that I-Chopper outperforms existing methods significantly in terms of scalability and runtime.
Future efforts in this direction include incorporation of
other preconditioning techniques into our framework, extensions to other iterative proximity measures, and their applications. Since I-Chopper is an “exact” algorithm, our experiments only compare against other exact methods. There
are other approximate methods that sacrifice accuracy for
improved runtime. Comparison of I-Chopper against such
approximate algorithms to precisely quantify accuracy-time
tradeoffs would be an interesting application-specific investigation.
It is also worth to note that I-Chopper does not use the
numerical properties of Chebyshev acceleration to achieve an
early stop when it becomes certain that no node that is not
in the top-k can go into the top-k anymore. This is because,
it is difficult to obtain a provable bound on the residual
due to the dependency between the proximity vectors that
correspond to the two different components of the system
(indexed vs. iteratively solved). Derivation of such a bound
remains an open problem and would help further improve
the performance of the proposed algorithms.
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